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WR+  
MULTI-PURPOSE DE-SEIZER  
PROTECTS DE-SEIZES LUBRICATES  

5 FUNCTIONS – OVER 1,000 USES  
  

 
  

DEFINITION  
  
Multi-purpose water-repellent product with 5 main functions: eliminates water, cleans, protects, de-seizes  

and lubricates.  
  

ADVANTAGES  
  
A MULTI-PURPOSE product for PROFESSIONALS.  
Extremely weak surface tension and remarkable capillarity cause WR+ to settle underneath the water on  
metal surfaces and form an insulating film that protects from corrosion.  

WR+ settles into the smallest cracks and de-seizes rusted and blocked mechanisms.  
After WR+ has been applied, re-oxidation does not occur, even in extreme cases of corrosive environments  
(marine, road salt during winter months, etc.)   
WR+ lubricates without ‘staining’ or ‘oiling’.   
For WR+ in aerosol form: Non-flammable and ecological gas propellant.  

Aérospatiale Reference PQ 81600: AIR 3634, NATO C 634, UK DEF STAN 68 10/2,  
FR DCSEA 231, US MIL L3150 B Amdt 2.  
  

APPLICATION FIELDS  

  
More than 1,000 known uses.  
Use in the automotive, HGV, public works, and aeronautics sectors (battery cable terminals, distributors,  

contactors, spark plugs);  
recreational boating and river boating equipment;  
precision mechanics and protection of micro-mechanisms;  
on all device surfaces to eliminate humidity;  
to protect firearms, bicycles, and fishing reels;  
and to protect plastic injection moulds.  

  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS   
  
Aspect  ........................................................  Transparent liquid  
Odour  .........................................................  Pleasant  
Density at 20°C (ASTM D 4052) ................  0.800  
Flash point (ASTM D 56)  ...........................  >30°C  

Operating temperature ...............................  -60°C to +200°C  
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Manufacturing site and registered office 

Victoria Lub Pty Ltd 
Factory 24/29 - 30 Kirkham Road West  

Keysborough, VIC 3173 
Tel. +03 9710 5373 – Fax. + 03 9701 5532 

www.viclube.com.au 

 

Victoria Lub. cannot know about every application for which the 
products are used nor their conditions of use.  Victoria Lub. cannot be 
held responsible for the suitability of the products for a given use or a 
specific purpose. The information contained here can on no account be 
a substitute for the preliminary tests which are essential and which must 
be carried out in order to check the suitability of the product for each 
specific case. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE  
  

DESEIZER  
Spray generously on blocked parts or place blocked parts in a bath.  
Wait for the product to settle between surfaces.  
Release parts.  
LUBRICATE  
Spray short bursts of product onto the mechanisms.  

  
  

PACKAGING  
  

650 ml aerosol  
1 L bottle  

 

               

ref. 4805 A4  
ref. 2805 J1  

x 12  
x 4  
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